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Tuesday, February 15, 2022

Opening
Meeting called to order at 16:08 ET / 22:08 CET by TAG Chair Tim Godfrey.
Chair presents meeting slides document # 802.24-22-0003r0

The chair presents the Guidelines for IEEE-SA Meetings and Participation in IEEE 802 Meetings, including the copyright slides provided by IEEE.

Agenda:

1. Opening
2. Work on 802 Solutions for Vertical Applications white paper
3. Adjourn

Following neither discussion nor objection, agenda approved by unanimous consent.
IEEE 802 Solutions for Vertical Applications

Group work reviewing and revising the document:

- Current draft document # 24-19-0017r10
- Added list of 802 standards
  - Suggest making this list an annex
  - Suggest we ask for experts from relevant WGs to review list
    - Identify any standards which should and should not be listed under vertical applications
  - Consider a “short list” that lists the standards relevant to the verticals discussed in depth in the white paper.
- Table of comparison with 3GPP standards characteristics
  - Discussed and revised
  - Emphasizes the breadth of 802 vs specialized focus of 3GPP
- Rev 11 posted following the call

Next steps:
- Review overall structure and organization of the document
- Balance detail: reduce some sections that are too detailed and fill in some missing details.
- Send out for review by all WGs

Adjourn

Adjourned at 17:01 ET / 23:01 CET
Gratuitous Non-squirrel Picture

Due to IEEE Copyright Policy and lack of cooperation by the squirrels at the BCA lab location, no new cute squirrel images are available at this time. For today we’ll make due with another cute dog picture. Cute dog pictures are easier to get.

Cute Dog Picture